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established and taken firm root into what is now envisaged
by the Government of India Act, 1935. Indians are to be
convinced that the Act is really inspired by absolute honesty
of purpose and is not just a political manoeuvre. Their
hostility has to be overcome by impressing on them that
the Constitution is designed for the purpose of transforming
" a regime of domination to one of understanding, consent,
and free co-operation/' The task, therefore, demands the
courage and conviction of new leadership. Upon the quality
of leadership the future of Federal India will depend.
t{ Leadership in the old days," observed Lord Lothian, in
an address before an assembly of British youth, " could be
summed up as the capacity to say ' go on ' and getting
other people to do as one thought right. In the modern
world, with its democracy, the voting machine, the Press,
the wireless, it is a nobler leadership—the capacity to
say * come on ' and getting other people to follow/'
I believe that in almost every branch of administration
Federal India will need, at the initial stage, the services of
the picked men Great Britain can offer. Professor Jowett's
letters to Lord Lansdowne during his Viceroyalty show what
ideals were pursued in the past in training British adminis-
trators for India, and what type of administrator was
produced. " The English and Indian tempers/' he wrote,
" can never harmonize. The Englishman has no sympathy
with other nations. He cannot govern without asserting
his superiority. He has always a latent consciousness of
the difference of colour," All that must change now. In
the training centres of the young men of both races, there
must be a new spirit of service so that they may imbibe the
ideals of partnership*
I should state here that the Indian educated classes have
a genuine regard for aristocracy of merit. They recognize
that young men belonging to the British aristocracy are
generally better educated politically than in any other
country in the Western world and that they are capable of
making great sacrifice for the interests of the Empire. But

